Stations To Receive CADFISS Test Results Quicker

During the early part of next year, stations participating in CADFISS tests can expect to receive their test results much quicker than they are now receiving them.

The Goddard computers will be so programmed that test scores will automatically be sent to the stations immediately upon completion of tests. The programs are presently being modified by the Goddard Data Support Office for this purpose.

CADFISS tests will be little affected by the installation of new equipment throughout the network. The tests and procedures now used have proven effective when fully utilized and will merely be extended to encompass the new equipment.

A Goddard representative who attended the Mercury Summary Conference (see TIB No. 16) reported that L. Gordon Cooper made the following comments. . . . "It would be difficult to single out any one group or organization for special praise because they were all a wonderful team and a smooth blending of extraordinarily competent technical skills. However, I do think that if one could be mentioned organizationally, certainly I would have mentioned the worldwide network. It is certainly comforting to know, when you are out there, that the world's finest communications network and the finest electronics facilities that man can devise are functioning with a fantastic computer complex that will allow the on-board systems specialists to break out their diagrams and tell you immediately what your situation is in the event of trouble; and this is indeed what happened on several different occasions. Without this marvelous organization, it might have been a little more difficult to get back home."
WWV, "Big Ben" Of Network

Situated on a small hill overlooking the GSFC is a large brick building surrounded by antenna and transmission line supports resembling telephone poles. This is WWV, one of the National Bureau of Standards' two HF radio stations. (The other station is WWVH at Maui, Hawaii.) Although not a part of Goddard or the MSF Network, WWV plays a significant role in the network operation. Generated here are the pulses designating standard time intervals used by the Beckman receivers in the Mercury time standard racks as reference points for the locally-generated 1-MC signals.

Station WWV, in operation since 1923, broadcasts on standard radio frequencies of 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 MC with power outputs of 1, 8, 9, 9, 1, and 0.1 KW, respectively. All carrier and modulation frequencies are derived from a common 2.5-MC quartz oscillator, the stability of which is normally held to 1 part in 10^10. Since December 1, 1957, the standard radio transmissions from WWV have been held as nearly constant as possible with respect to the atomic frequency standards which constitute the U. S. Frequency Standard.

The one-second pulses designating standard time intervals are derived from the same oscillator which controls the radio carrier frequencies. They are given by means of double-sideband amplitude-modulation on each RF carrier. Intervals of one minute are designated by commencing each minute with two pulses (the first pulse marks the beginning of the minute) spaced by 0.1-second and omitting the last pulse of each minute. The pulse duration is 0.005 second, and each pulse consists of five cycles of a 1-KC frequency.

In addition to broadcasting standard radio frequencies and standard time interval pulses, WWV broadcasts standard audio frequencies (440 CPS and 600 CPS), a standard musical pitch (440 CPS for the note A), time signals, and radio propagation forecasts.

The 2.5-MC broadcast is from a vertical quarter-wave antenna, and the broadcasts on all other frequencies are from vertical half-wave dipoles. The antennas are omnidirectional.

Exterior of WWV. Poles with white fences are antenna supports. Other poles support transmission lines.

About Documentation

The following documents were completed and distributed to the appropriate stations: ALL PECURED

ME-1058 Microwave Amplifier Model 493A/495A Serials Prefixed: 304 (new)

ME-1059 Sweep Oscillator Model 684C Serials Prefixed: 225 (new)

ME-1060 Operating Notes, Waveguide Slotted Sections Model 810B (new)

ME-1061 Operating Notes, D.C. Divider Model 459A (new)

ME-1062 Operating Notes, Direct-Reading Frequency Meter Model 532A (new)

ME-1063 Automatic Noise-Figure Indicator (Serial No. 600 and above only) AIL Type 74 (new)

ME-1064 Instruction Book, R.F. Voltmeter Model 91CA (new)

ME-1065 Instruction Book, Psychron Models 566-2 and 566-3 (new)

ME-1066 Pulse Generator Model B7B (new)

ME-1067 Microwave Spectrum Analyzers Models TSA and TSA-F (new)

ME-1068 Operating Instructions F.M. Signal Generator Type TF 1066B/2 and 1066B/3 (new)

ME-1069 VHF Signal Generator 608D (new)
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